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Executive Summary
This deliverable aims at being a comprehensive manual for the transmedia storytelling efforts that will take place
in the context of the COPA EUROPE project. More specifically, this document aims at introducing the reader to
the concept of transmedia storytelling, presenting the main mechanisms that support the concept. In addition,
it aims at presenting the main body of work, along with a useful list of references on transmedia storytelling
ecosystems applied to the world of journalism, and in particular the world of sports. It is evident that the sport
transmedia experience has been cultivated as a means to both reach out to fans and reinforce the brand image
of sports leagues. This helps establish the scope of the transmedia storytelling to take place in the context of the
project as both a fan engagement strategy as well as a marketing tool.
Furthermore, this deliverable aims to act as an introduction to transmedia storytelling strategies proposed in the
scientific literature, which could save a lot of effort (time and searching) to stakeholders that might have a
professional interest in learning about all the different aspects that should be considered when planning and
carrying out transmedia projects. A major contribution of this deliverable is the novel typology of transmedia
strategies, which enables the reader to rapidly identify which strategy best suits a variety of requirements as
pertains to the competitive advantage of the transmedia project to be implemented. To help elaborate, this
deliverable also highlights how this typology is applied in identifying which elements will boost the COPA EUROPE
competitive advantage in particular.
Finally, this deliverable elaborates on the design of transmedia experiences, taking into account both theoretical
and structural perspectives, and presents a detailed implementation roadmap for applying these principles in
the transmedia ecosystem that will be launched and evaluated in the context of WP6 ‘Pilots and innovation
assessment’. In support of this, the deliverable also introduces helpful tools in the form of templates, that aim
to help the transmedia project designers of COPA EUROPE to establish the layout and relationships between the
transmedia channels that will be used.
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1 Introduction
Live sports1, and as of late, esports2 are both huge, continuously thriving businesses, enjoying mass and everincreasing audiences. Since the early days of sports journalism, storytelling has been at the forefront of sport
outreach and communication activities. Nowadays, (e)sports organisations have a variety of tools at their
disposal to tell the story of athletic and competitive events in just as many different forms, including a mix of
“outlets” and technologies (television, the Internet, social media and, recently, immersive technologies (such as
virtual and augmented reality). However, in today’s hyper-connected world, re-purposing content, albeit altered
to meet the requirements of particular platforms, is no longer a sufficient strategy to maintain audience
engagement. Hence, when posting sports news on social media and on a sports website, people are less likely to
consume both channels if the content reported remains the same across both platforms. In addition, the advent
of social media has given rise to the concept of “prosumer” rather than the traditional notion of an audience
member as merely a consumer. Simply put, audience members are now more likely to produce content just as
much as consuming it. This is called User Generated Content (UGC). Transmedia storytelling (TS) entails the
distribution of a story across multiple, complementary to the narrative media channels, so as to create a unified
and complete entertainment experience, and offering the audience multiple ways to participate, through
content production, collaboration, and interaction. Therefore, the concept of TS has been proposed as a term to
encapsulate all production efforts that aim to satisfy these needs. Initiatives and actions aiming to implement TS
for a particular property will henceforth be referred to in this document as ‘transmedia projects’. TS will be
explored in detail in Section 2 of this document.
Since its inception in 2003 by Henry Jenkins [31] as a concept for describing storytelling that expands the
narrative across different media platforms, TS has been debated, studied, analysed, given form and ported into
various areas of human activity, such as journalism and marketing. Undertaking a TS production requires careful
planning and a thorough understanding of the key mechanisms that give transmedia its unique edge over other
forms of storytelling. In this document, we aim at summarising the most influential and important works in the
scientific literature, aiming at painting a comprehensive and cohesive picture of how transmedia projects can be
designed and carried out in the context of sport and recreational event coverage, and especially its projection to
the evolving live esports segment. The most important contribution of this work is the typology of transmedia
strategies in which the scope, scale and strategies proposed in the scientific literature are linked to elements
that give transmedia coverage efforts a competitive advantage over other forms of media communication. As a
second step, this report aims to illustrate how such a concept can be applied in the world of esports, where
transmedia coverage efforts are in their infancy.
The remainder of this document is organised as follows: Chapter 2 serves as an introduction on the concept of
TS, its mechanics, relevance to sports and esports ecosystems and the typology of transmedia strategies. Section
3 outlines the positioning of social media platforms in the overall sports transmedia experience. Section 4 then
serves as an illustrative example of analysing COPA EUROPE’s competitive advantage with respect to the various
transmedia strategy characteristics that should be chosen to realise it. Section 5 presents a roadmap for COPA
EUROPE to implement the various transmedia production resources and world-building to set up a case study
focusing on the world of esports before Section 6 summarises key takeaways of this deliverable in the conclusion.

1.1 Mapping Projects’ Outputs
In accordance with the COPA EUROPE Grant Agreement (GA) commitments with respect to the specific Task and
Deliverable descriptions, the following Table (Table 1) outlines how objectives set are referenced in the present

1
2

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/sports-analytics-market
https://www.statista.com/statistics/490522/global-esports-market-revenue/
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document, along with the corresponding document Chapter numbers wherein items in the aforementioned
descriptions are discussed.
Table 1: Adherence to COPA EUROPE’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

COPA EUROPE Task

Respective Document Chapters

Justification

T2.1:
Enriched
transmedia 2 - Transmedia storytelling in
storytelling
authoring
and general
management
4 - Transmedia approach in COPA
“On the one hand, it will define a EUROPE
transmedia design strategy, which
4.2 - Design model for COPA
will constitute a framework for
EUROPE transmedia (e)sports
user active participation and fanevent coverage
driven activities that aim to
enhance the transmediality of
(e)Sports content with user
generated material”.

Chapter 2 aims to introduce
readers to the concept of TS as well
as outline the core mechanisms
which put the concept in use. This
aims to establish the background
needed to identify a proper
strategy for the distribution of
content within the COPA EUROPE
transmedia ecosystem.

T2.1:
Enriched
transmedia 3 - Social media in transmedia
storytelling
authoring
and storytelling
management
3.2.2 - Selecting the ‘right’ social
“It will define the appropriate media and the transmedia
distribution
layout
of
the platforms for (e)sports
transmedia platform for each case,
identifying the various channels
through which content (following
the
“head-and-shoulder”
programming
approach
accommodating for the pre-, and
post- match content, along with
any feature stories material, such
as hype packages, interviews,
replays, documentaries, specials,

Chapter 3 presents more details on
the social media channels in the
ecosystem and the unique features
each one implements. It further
establishes
strengths
and
weaknesses, how to identify the
target audience, the content
meant for it, how to adapt the
content to best utilise what the
platform has to offer, the
management strategy (e.g., how to
determine posting frequency, best
times to post, language to use,
etc.) and how to measure its
impact.

H2020-ICT-2020-1
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etc.) will be disseminated, along
5 - COPA EUROPE transmedia Chapter 5 presents the various
with the distribution principles of
project design tools
tools (such as the Platform Chart,
the
content
across
these
scene structure diagram and
channels”.
production roll-out) along with
procedures to facilitate the setup
of the transmedia ecosystem for
COPA EUROPE. These
are
complemented
with
this
deliverable’s
supplementary
material (in template format) that
aim to describe: the role of the
platforms of the transmedia
ecosystem; distribution of the
story and contents across
platforms; and the sequence
proposed for publishing the
content.
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2 Transmedia storytelling in general
This section aims to provide an overview of TS and its usage across media, with particular focus on sports media,
which are at the centre of the COPA EUROPE project. Furthermore, the most common definition of TS is
elaborated, along with the key principles to apply this process as identified by Henry Jenkins, who can be argued
to have first introduced the concept in 2003 [31], [33], [34]. It is the aim of sections 2.1 and 2.2 to provide the
reader with a precise and clear view about what the transmedia concept entails in general, before delving deeper
into its uses and benefits for journalism and sports culture expansion in section 2.3. COPA EUROPE will deliver
such benefits through the TS tools developed during the course of the project. Finally, this section details the
transmedia strategy to be deployed within the context of WP6 to pilot the strategy and tools employed for COPA
EUROPE.

2.1 Definition
Despite many examples of TS being prominent across various facets of everyday entertainment (most
prominently referring to franchised entertainment properties in the 80s and 90s, but arguably dating back to 60s
Japan and the “media mix” practice [51]), the concept was given its formulaic description by the University of
Southern California Professor of Communication, Journalism, Cinematic Arts and Education Henry Jenkins in his
2003 MIT Technology Review column [31]. According to this definition, TS pertains to a form of narrative
development across various media platforms, where each is utilised to disperse segments of an overarching story
“universe” binding everything together. Imperative to the concept, and a key differentiating factor between
transmedia and the often confused term of “cross-media” [70], each medium in the transmedia universe is used
to expand the story and not just disseminate the same story. In this respect, transmedia strives not to re-iterate
the content of one platform onto another, but is rather introduced as a means to enrich the experience. Each
expansion should be:
•
•

different enough to warrant a “fresh” take on the source material, designed to encourage audiences to
further explore and invest in the narrative;
self-contained enough to allow users to enjoy each experience on its own, without further
contextualisation, or the need to purchase additional products in the transmedia franchise.

While the concept has been challenged and offered different interpretations over the years [6], Jenkins’
definition is the most commonly accepted among scholars and industry, used as a starting point upon which they
formulate their strategies and models.
A characteristic example of a transmedia franchise identified in the works of Jenkins following his definition of
the concept [32] is The Matrix franchise, where the overall setting, characters, ideas and narrative introduced in
the original film [71] are further explored in other forms of media, such as animation, comic books and video
games, with diverse application domains in the field of creative industries serving as additional contributions to
the overall narrative. Pertinent to the transmedia concept, each product is designed to be a self-contained
experience, where, for instance, the motion picture trilogy does not require the audience to read the comics, or
play the video games in order to enjoy the experience and vice versa. However, when combined, the collected
material across all media provide audiences with the complete overview of how the world explored in these
individual stories came to be, in an attempt to facilitate greater enjoyment and affection, and deliver a whole
that is far greater than the sum of its parts.
To successfully orchestrate properties with similar characteristics, Jenkins [33], [34] highlighted seven core
mechanisms to dictate the means by which content can be produced and dispersed through a variety of
mediums, with the goal being to facilitate and maintain audience engagement by means of presenting them with
opportunities to further unearth information and insights pertaining to the overarching story world. These are
introduced in the Section below.

H2020-ICT-2020-1
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2.2 Core concepts of transmedia storytelling
TS directly relates to the means by which different platforms, each with an individual set of characteristics, are
put to use in order to create a seamless experience that rewards users with more content, depending on their
keenness to delve deeper into the entertainment content of their choice. The means by which transmedia
storytellers can achieve such immersion are outlined in the seven fundamental transmedia mechanics
established by H. Jenkins in [33] and [34]: Spreadability vs. Drillability; Continuity vs. Multiplicity; Immersion vs.
Extractability; World-building; Seriality; Subjectivity; and Performance. In this section, a brief overview of each
concept is elaborated so as to serve as a guide for further investigating how transmedia platforms are most
efficiently established.

2.2.1 Spreadability vs. drillability
The first principle of TS relates to the means by which the audience
facilitates the broader engagement with the content, juxtaposed with
the depth of the content itself so as to maintain engagement and
encourage more active participation. In this respect, content is
referred as “spreadable” whenever the public is inspired to
participate in the circulation of that content among their own
networks [33], maximising the potential of the content to reach a
wider audience than initially targeted. In other words, the content
instigates users to disseminate the story in their social circle out of
eagerness to interact [54]. The more people become aware of the
content and are “persuaded” to pass it on to others, the more value
that content generates. Due to the proliferation of handheld smart
devices and hyper-connectivity, utilisation of social media and digital
platforms are the prominent means for facilitating speadability of
content in a transmedia ecosystem [52].

Figure 1: Figurative explanation of
spreadability vs. drillability.

“Drillable” content, on the other hand, refers to the depth of the
content itself in terms of encouraging audiences to “dig deeper” and
uncover additional insights and information, thus facilitating their engagement for longer. The drillability concept
was originally introduced by Jason Mittel [46] to differentiate between the value of a transmedia franchise in
inspiring a need to spread the story vs. spending time with it to uncover new meaning. Hence, where
spreadability directly relates to the amount of people who will at some point engage with the content (albeit not
necessarily for long), drillability refers to the energy spent by the passionate fan exploring the universe (usually
by a much smaller audience). Jenkins argues that the two are not mutually exclusive, but can rather (and ideally)
be implemented into the same transmedia universe [33]. However, the benefits of spreading a franchise to as
many people as possible, versus those of penetrating a target audience and hence build a smaller, but more
passionate fanbase, should be explored to facilitate an effective transmedia strategy.
The spreadability vs. drillability mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1. Spreadability is represented as the number
of people the story (book) is passed on to, while drillability is shown as the effort each individual spends on
uncovering more about the story after finding out about it, represented by the number of books next to them.
The image demonstrates how spreadability relates to more viewers, while drillability is supported by a lesser
amount of viewers, who make up for it in time invested “digging”.

2.2.2 Continuity vs. multiplicity
The second core mechanism in a TS ecosystem pertains to the coherence of the content being offered on the
various alternative platforms, i.e., the concept of constructing a coherent narrative across various media, versus
H2020-ICT-2020-1
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utilising the said media to offer alternate retellings, and steering the story in new and unexpected paths. The
distinction lies in the choice of narrating stories that are considered part of the officially accepted storyline
(‘canon’) pertaining to a character or universe (at least at one point, as new material might alter the course and
render material non-canon) versus the production of alternate versions, retellings of events and new
perspectives from which material explores characters, motives and story worlds [33]. A representative example
of the difference between the two terms lies in the world of comic books, where the concept of alternate
universes (‘multiverses’) and different versions of the same character have been embraced as a practice for
decades [60].
Both practices reinforce the concept of TS versus that of cross-media in that none regards the reproduction and
re-purposing of content from one medium to another, but rather expands the content. However, each takes the
story in a different direction. Jenkins has argued that continuity feeds fans’ need to construct meaning out of the
various fragments of the story, serving as a reward for them investing time, sentiment and energy in the story
material [33]. On the other hand, multiplicity can be seen as more liberating and accessible as it opens up
opportunities for fans to contribute with their own takes in the expansive process of the primary continuity [12].
Transmedia brands that particularly value their intellectual property (IP) relying on the coherence of their
material might view this as a threat and rule out multiplicity altogether. Others may relish the thought of their
fans’ trying to connect dots, point out flaws and offer new perspectives as it contributes to cultivating what is
known as ‘fandom’. Similarly to the first principle, while there might be incentives to prefer one over the other,
continuity and multiplicity are not mutually exclusive, and one could point to the fact that sometimes an
alternate take might end up becoming part of the story canon (through a process known as retroactive
continuity, or ‘retconning’ [27]).
The concepts of continuity and multiplicity are illustrated in Figure 2. Track 1 is considered the ‘canon’, with each
green wagon representing part of the accepted storyline. Track 2 introduces an alternate version of story #2,
which creates a separate timeline and retelling of events (line of blue wagons). Track 3 introduces an additional
alternate version of the events taking place in Story #3. Track #4 on the other hand offers a completely different
version that has no ties to the ‘canon’ whatsoever.
Continuity

1

2

3

4
Track 1

1

2

3

4
Track 2

Multiplicity

1

2

3

4
Track 3

1
Track 4

Figure 2: Figurative explanation of continuity vs. multiplicity.

2.2.3 Immersion vs. extractability
Immersion refers to the capacity of a medium to engage its users in the offered experience, usually by means of
“absorbing” the user and instigating a sense of being “present” in the material itself [5]. Similarly, in TS it refers
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to the capacity of the material to submerge its audience in the fictional world [34]. In contrast to this notion,
extractability refers to the opportunities offered to fans taking (or rather, ‘extract’) parts of the fictional universe
into the real world. The function of memorabilia, costumes, collectibles (Figure 3) and even walk-in experiences
(such as theme parks built around a particular IP) all serve as examples of extractable transmedia properties, i.e.,
engaging the user in the narrative by occupying spaces in everyday life. The concepts relate to the relationship
that audiences establish between their everyday life and the story world mainly in that they treat that world as
real, breathing space. In this respect, they either choose to immerse themselves into a fictional narrative,
foregoing their connection to the real world to invest in the story and its characters for a brief period of time, or
opt to surround themselves and their everyday space with elements taken from that story to somehow still
maintain a connection even while engaged in worldly activities.

Figure 3: Pop culture collectibles are a characteristic example of TS extractability mechanism.

2.2.4 World-building
Arguably, the most important aspect of determining the impact a transmedia story will have is the world it takes
place in. As the fourth core principle of TS, world-building underlines the importance of facilitating a planned
and strategic approach of unfolding a narrative across media channels [16]. Such endeavours must “port” the
world, characters and events to the new platform in order for audiences to still be familiar with the material
despite its change of medium. Successful transmedia worlds will satisfy an audience’s encyclopaedic impulse to
gain and share knowledge and expertise about it [12], [34]. Hyperdiegesis [26] is especially pronounced in this
respect, referencing the fact that often transmedia works will only reveal a fraction of the story world focused
on specific characters and events, but establishing that there are other aspects of the world, such as characters,
history, simultaneously occurring events and future developments, which still occur within the context of the
world and are outside the boundaries of the story explored [16]. By expanding the story world and carrying over
the aesthetics and logic of existing works, these can then be explored in a different medium.
World-building may either rely on the storytellers establishing a concrete and coherent world that they alone
steer and control, or invite audiences to participate, speculate and explore [16]. It is important to elect an
appropriate world-building strategy when new potential fans are introduced to the story world, as the
established ‘history’, interpretations of the characters and their motivations contextualise the narrative, and
make it much easier to consume [52].
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2.2.5 Seriality
Seriality in TS relates to establishing a desire for audiences to explore more content in order to consume the next
part of the story. In traditional storytelling, seriality refers to the means by which the plot (i.e., the sequence by
which the story is dispersed) is broken into pieces and delivered to the audience across different instalments
[34] in the same medium. Specifically, for transmedia properties, seriality should consider and adapt the material
to the medium properties as well [52], since part of a story established, for example, in a book might be continued
via a TV-series or video game. In addition, transmedia ecosystems should take into account the target audiences’
affinity for the vehicles proposed to carry part of the story as, for instance, not all audience members will identify
as gamers so as to invest time and energy in an intricate video game, but such practices might be suited to entice
new audiences. Hence, efficient motivators (such as the transmedia equivalent of a ‘cliff-hanger’, as Jenkins
proposes [34]) should be put in place to facilitate the audience’s transition to purchase and consume additional
parts of the story. A prominent example of this principle is demonstrated with the I Love Bees3 viral marketing
campaign for the release of the 2004 video game Halo 2, which was launched through emails as well as the
game’s theatrical trailers, building anticipation and eventually concluded with major plot points that were
eventually revealed in the game itself.

2.2.6 Subjectivity
Subjectivity can be understood as a point of view (POV), an evaluation of the story’s state of affairs from the
perspective of a single character (usually the main protagonist) or group of main characters that the story focuses
on. Within the context of a single transmedia work, such a perspective, offers users insight into character motives
and actions filtered from the perspective of the side the audience is supposed to identify with and root for.
However, successful transmedia expansion should include additional POVs that further explore such motivations
and explain actions from an entirely new perspective, one that the main characters (and by extension the
audience themselves) might not have explored, given thought to or justified. Such presence of different POVs
within the same narrative universe is a powerful tool within transmedia universes as it offers users opportunities
to explore secondary (or, in some cases, tertiary) characters and antagonists, and (re-)evaluate their
relationships with other characters and the world itself [35]. This in turn can broaden interest into uncovering
more aspects of the story, persuading consumers to purchase additional chapters in different platforms. One
example of this is the Star Wars expanded universe, and more specifically, the Star Wars comic books revolving
around the main antagonist Darth Vader, which have served as a means for fans to view the villain’s actions from
a different, humanizing perspective, one that is never explored in any of the motion picture films. This could be
important to the expansive ambitions of the transmedia world as audience members might take an interest in
specific characters (or even the antagonist) and be motivated to explore more about them, or they might not
identify with (or even come to resent) the main character(s), hence offering a different take where those
characters are interpreted through a negative lens might engage audiences to ‘stick with’ the content despite
having initial differences in opinion.
Apart from offering material through different, yet often contradicting, POVs, subjectivity in TS might be fuelled
by discussion taking place outside the main channels through which the primary story is dispersed, such as in
social media [34]. In this respect, subjectivity can be a driver for feedback, conveying feelings, tastes and opinions
of the audience with regard to how a property (meaning a character, or even the franchise as a whole) is treated
[24].

2.2.7 Performance
It is important to understand that properties seeking to attract a fan base will inevitably have to deal with those
fans acting on their properties. Performance in TS refers to the extent in which the transmedia ecosystem
3
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enables the participation of the story’s stakeholders (audience members and content producers alike [34]) to
contribute to the development of the narrative [52]. In this sense, performance pertains to some extent to the
freedom given to the audience to extend the mainstream continuity with content through various channels (e.g.,
social media), and thus links to the design choice to offer platforms by which the fans can do so [34]. This aspect
of TS, therefore, highlights the importance of facilitating invitational strategies to solicit either explicit (e.g., fans
are consulted or otherwise invited to share their thoughts) or implicit participation (such as ‘fan theories’ to
explain the logic behind ‘plot holes’ or underdeveloped aspects of the story). Metrics associated with the
quantification of TS performance include the utilization of mechanisms for interaction and participation [21],
such as number of data items (e.g. posts, tweets), number of unique users contributing, percentage of genuine
interactions (e.g., actual replies, not sharing or re-tweeting), percentage of copy-communication
(shares/retweets), percentage of data items that contain links to external sources, etc. [67].

2.3 Transmedia storytelling relevance to COPA EUROPE
TS, as previously formulated, has mainly been used as a concept oriented toward storytelling efforts that are
usually associated with the film [31], television and gaming industries [12]. However, the concept of
transmediality has since been adopted by other domains, most prominently in marketing [10], journalism [21],
[47]; cultural studies [3]; and even in learning [17]. As COPA EUROPE primarily deals with the coverage of sports
and other competitive events (i.e., esports), it is worthwhile in the context of this deliverable to explore
transmedia journalism in more detail. Hence, in this Section, the application of Jenkins’ principles to transmedia
journalism will be elaborated (Section 2.3.1) before delving deeper into the particulars of event coverage and
eventually discussing sports events and application of transmedia in the world of organised competition in
general (Section 2.3.2). Figure 4 depicts how transmedia projects concerning sports are classified in this
hierarchy.

Transmedia storytelling
(fiction, non-fiction)

Transmedia journalism
Transmedia (planned)
event coverage

Transmedia sports &
recreation projects

Figure 4: Scope of transmedia storytelling projects in respect of sport and recreation.

2.3.1 Transmedia journalism
Journalism in particular presents ample opportunity for the transmedia principles proposed by Jenkins to be
applied [47] as the proliferation of social-minded technologies opened up new spaces for journalists to operate
and innovate inside of. Moloney [47] made the first attempt at drawing appropriate parallels with Jenkins’
principles and facilitate the adoption of TS as a mechanism at the service of news coverage. Upon further analysis
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in the more recent work of Godulla et al. [23], the principles translate perfectly into journalistic practices. Table
2 below provides more insight into this relationship.
Table 2: Jenkins’ transmedia principles in journalism.

Transmedia principle

Function in journalism

Spreadability vs.
drillability

Similar to the original concept detailed in Section 2.2.1, spreadability refers to
people sharing news stories and reports with others (by sharing a news post on
social media for instance); while drillability pertains to the content offering
pathways to uncover deeper insights into the news story

Continuity vs.
multiplicity

Continuity in news stories is extremely important as it pertains to the production of
news material that maintains coherence with respect to the story being reported
and the fact that it is based on real-world facts. Multiplicity, on the other hand,
refers to the reporting of different perspectives and the offering of alternative
outcomes [23], particularly highlighting how a news story could have unfolded by
highlighting certain events that would have caused that change.

Immersion vs.
extractability

Proliferation of virtual reality (VR) technology and 360-degree video has given rise
to the concept of Immersive Journalism (IJ) [11], [61], allowing news consumers to
experience news stories from entirely new perspectives and an unprecedented
degree of presence [63]. Extractability, on the other hand, can be facilitated as the
parts of the news story that the audience takes with them, either in the form of
physical keepsakes (i.e., news clippings from newspapers), or the actual triggering
of behaviour change [49] (such as a news story of the melting of the polar ice caps
inspiring news readers to be more considerate of their transportation options).

World-building

As specified in Section 2.2.4, world-building is about “facilitating a planned and
strategic approach of unfolding a narrative across media channels”. While this
usually translates to building a huge story’s world and overarching narratives in the
realm of fiction, it could be argued to be the opposite process in journalism, where
news reporters more often than not need to limit the scope of a story and
strategically include only those elements of the real world that are directly impacted
by it. As the story unfolds in the real world, such practices usually rely on audiences
evaluating the significance of such events, usually by evaluating their impact on their
own everyday lives [23].

Seriality

Real world events reported in the news are by nature a serial occasion, in which new
instalments introduce additional details discovered as the story is developing.
Furthermore, seriality can be directly mapped onto journalistic practices seen today,
with breaking news reports appearing in smaller snippets on one platform (e.g., the
Twitter account of a reporter), prompting users to pursue the whole story by
“funnelling” users to another platform (e.g., through a link to the full online article
or by “advertising” the televised news program).

Subjectivity

In news stories, various POVs are introduced to verify facts in a more complete
manner. Hence, in this case, subjectivity does not refer to the author’s subjective
view (as professionalism would dictate news must be covered with a certain degree
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of journalistic objectivity), but rather to the introduction into the story of the
various, possibly contradicting, opinions, including those of the public [47].
Performance

Performance, as identified by Moloney [47], refers to the news inspiring audiences
to actively participate in problem-solving, yet some may argue that news should
maintain impartiality and not seek to pursue a specific agenda [21]. Yet,
performance, especially in digital journalism, could take the form of facilitating
interaction, encouraging the sharing of stories via social networks and contributing
with user-generated material (e.g., audiences contributing videos of events taken
with their phones to offer new perspectives).

It becomes evident that all transmedia principles translate seamlessly into the realm of journalism in that its
practices seek to expand upon news material, rather than re-iterate it over different platforms [21]. Other
characteristics that should be considered include the leveraging of multiple media content expansion; and the
means by which to facilitate audience engagement [44].
Most authors agree on the significance of the second and third element, making it clear that just telling the story
across platforms is not enough to make it qualify as transmedia. According to Moloney [48], by using “transmedia
we no longer tell just one story. We tell many stories that put the flesh on the bones of a story world. In journalism
that story world may be an important issue, it may be a community, or it may even be a reporter’s regular news
beat. Each story is complete in and of itself, but many of them taken together expand our understanding of the
larger subject”.
The main point is that by using TS, the journalist places many different stories across different media channels.
Hence, this form of storytelling gains more engagement, with the added benefit of not repeating itself. The story
instead takes on a different form according to the type of channel it is distributed in. Therefore, transmedia
journalism incorporates one storyworld, many stories, many forms, and many channels.

2.3.2 Transmedia projects for planned event coverage and organised competition
As specified in Gambarato et al. [21], “Planned events are temporal occurrences that are normally wellschematized and publicized in advance”, and in the case such events are newsworthy, journalistic coverage may
take place, in which case transmedia journalism practices can be applied. This is particularly highlighted as such
events usually involve multiple characters with a wide range of stories to be told, and attract huge amounts of
audiences, eager to participate in the news making [20]. Such characteristics create a ripe environment for
developing a transmedia ecosystem, and it is in this respect that coverage benefits from strategic planning to
facilitate the engagement of “prosumers” (i.e., consumers who also produce content) in the world-building
process [21].
Organised competition events, such as sports and esports (collectively referred to as ‘sports’ for the remainder
of the section to avoid repetition, unless explicitly specified), are indicative of sport and recreation, which is one
of the six main categories of planned events discussed in [21]. Communication (i.e., coverage) of sports pertains
to both the transmission of the competitive affair as well as media coverage [20]. Sports are ripe with potential
regarding the storyworld that they establish, one that usually involves a variety of media platforms put to use so
as to satisfy the ever-growing appetite of people for sports consumption. Sports rely heavily on storytelling to
enrich the broadcasting script [62], which adheres to the dramatization of competition and its embellishment
with context. This process relies heavily on information knowledge (e.g., player performance stats, advanced
analytics, etc.) to create easily comprehensible and visual formats to summarise the action; and the in-depth
exploration of prominent sports figures to create characters for the stories that the audience will have an interest
in following. In this respect, sports narratives can be broken down into the primary ‘text’ (games) and parallel
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narratives (‘paratexts’) crafted by content producers, journalists, athletes, and, more recently, by sports fans
alike [65].
Professional sports are a dynamic ecosystem where the media assets are governed by leagues, teams, personal
media investments of athletes and other media stakeholders. These entities are responsible for facilitating
communication and engagement with their audience. TS strategies are highly prominent toward that direction,
where media stakeholders aim to disperse content across multiple channels and “funnel” their audience onto
various digital platforms set up to extend to the primary narrative (i.e., through sports highlights, podcasts,
opinionated commentary, analyses and more). An especially pronounced transmedia strategy employed for
instance by sports leagues is procrastination economy, a process of filling the gaps in between matches with
content to build up anticipation for the upcoming next game [65]. Utilisation of such content should be aimed at
building both an authentic relationship between the league and its fans as well as between the fan community
themselves, and should be underlined by an understanding and respect for the sports’ cultural characteristics
[52]. For sports governed by leagues, stakeholders should also take into account the characteristics of their target
audience and usage of the platforms established for fan engagement, to ensure that a coherent narrative can be
structured even when users choose to consume but a fraction of the transmedia channels offered [52].
Due to its popularity and proliferation with emerging media platforms (such as social media) [25], modern media
sports represent a common area of human activity with the potential to cultivate fandom [62]. Simply put, all
sports fans with access to the Internet have the power to participate in sports storytelling pertaining to their
favourite athletes and leagues, hence acting as creators of content. With respect to TS, these forms of expression
leveraging sufficiently open platforms (such as YouTube, for example) is a significant contributor in crafting novel
transmedia narratives [12]. Such participatory cultures in sport facilitate fan engagement in multi-faceted ways,
and need to take into account the spectators’ motivation for consumption and participation (see Section 4.1.3).
‘Remix culture’ [15], for instance, relates to the repurposing of content by members of the audience through the
use of remixing tools (such as Photoshop) in order to create new media artefacts (images, videos, illustrations
etc.) to share with other fans. Another expression of participation can be seen in ‘forensic fandom’ [62], which is
based on the use of media to investigate, interpret and analyse controversial moments or contested theories in
sports. However, for the particular case of sports leagues for example, not all leagues view such endeavours
favourably, leading to the choice of facilitating either inclusive or protectionist strategies in their transmedia
worlds [65]. The former extends an invitation to fans to participate in the authorship of league narratives,
embracing such ‘informal media economies’ as part of international or global outreach campaigns. The latter, on
the other hand, limits such opportunities, policing fan-produced content to maintain a coherent narrative in line
with the organisation’s goals and the image the league wishes to uphold. Between the two extremes, most
leagues will offer some kind of invitation to their fans to engage and experiment with their branded content.
Such endeavours include social media tools for branded narrative authoring (e.g., emojis) [65]; video games [12];
and fantasy sports [50]. The latter, in particular, provide fertile ground for engagement as they can act as a traffic
driver to more content even if the fan does not identify with any of the teams or athletes playing [65]. Having
grown into a serious business attracting over 40 million players in the US alone4, fantasy sports as a prime
example of applying the concept of multiplicity to sports (Section 2.2.2) have routinely affected the main sports
narrative text, with broadcasts often drawing parallels between athletes’ performance and their fantasy value
[65]. Inclusive strategies, however, still have to take into account how the fans will end up using their branded
content as well as creating a toxic-free environment to limit the chances of fans encountering negative
experiences, and, as a result, abandon a particular transmedia channel or the league altogether [1].
The above principles translate also into the world of competitive multiplayer video games, which represent an
active area where similar cultural artefacts as those produced in sports are created by both rights owners and
fans alike [14]. Esports are particularly tailored for social interactivity as their broadcasting content spreads
across live streaming platforms, social media, and, to a lesser extent, television networks. Interactivity is highly
4
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prominent in this domain as fans are accustomed to having access to live chat functionality alongside the
broadcast, facilitating an unprecedented degree of interactivity that is uncommon for most sports leagues
(Figure 5). It is in this social integration that esports differentiates from other sports leagues, and hence builds
predominantly inclusive transmedia scripts to facilitate community building and prolong its success [1]. This
creates new challenges to address as it can be argued that, while sports producers aim to guide fans from the
television broadcast to social media and back for the next game [65], esports producers seem to be striving to
do the opposite, e.g., flow content onto television while being predominantly based on social-minded platforms.
A huge factor in successfully achieving this stems from the production of inclusive and accessible live
commentary by the esports casters, who, apart from having to construct a narrative out of an ongoing stream of
play-by-play moments [62], should put in effort to explain it in a manner that even a newcomer can easily
comprehend how the game being played works and what the players’ objectives are [1]. While the esports
industry has been around for years, despite recently breaking into the mainstream, and legitimacy of the
challenges presented, transmedia ecosystems for esports are only now starting to come at the forefront of
scholars’ interest [9], [41].

Figure 5: Screenshot of esports competition broadcast on Twitch (https://www.twitch.tv/).

2.4 Transmedia strategies
In [8], three broad types of TS strategies are identified, namely franchise, portmanteau and hybrid storytelling.
In the case of franchise TS, several narratives are crafted within a shared, distributed universe, with one property
acting as the so-called tent pole [18] (or franchise “mother ship”, according to Jenkins [34]), and with the others
expanding or extending the world established therein. This is the most common approach encountered in the
entertainment industry Portmanteau TS refers to practices of expanding a single narrative over different
platforms, requiring the audience to seek out the scattered bits and (re)construct the whole. This practice is
especially prominent in alternate reality games (ARGs), which pursue to intertwine fictional narratives with
events and elements in the real world [3]. Finally, hybrid TS (also referred to as complex TS [8]) represents
approaches where the two aforementioned strategies converge.
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While TS types encompass the various transmedia approaches put in place over the years, Cliff [8] argues that
they alone fail to sufficiently address formulation of transmedia strategies without taking into account the
“how’s” and “why’s” of facilitating a transmedia approach. He eventually constructs a strategic lens by which a
TS strategy is analysed using a set of components. The components identified are elaborated in the Table (Table
3) below:
Table 3: Components by which to analyse transmedia strategies for competitive advantage [8].

Component

Form

Strategy
formation

Consideration

Description

Centralisation

This property relates to the TS being centralised around a particular story,
which hence acts as a centrepiece for the entire narrative universe.
Decentralised transmedia strategies, on the other hand, shine spotlights
on different stories and afford audiences the consumption of the
overarching narrative in parts at their own pace. Some strategies may
combine elements of both, resulting in hybrid centralisation.

Type

This property relates to whether the transmedia story’s world is built
according to the franchise, portmanteau or hybrid strategy.

Duration

This property designates the length a transmedia ecosystem is planned to
be in operation. Evergreen transmedia projects seek to last for as long as
possible; finite projects have a definitive start and end period; while hybrid
approaches combine the two to facilitate essentially long-term
engagements.

Intention

Identifies whether the choice to craft a transmedia ecosystem has been
deliberate from the outset of the project or not. For instance, transmedia
extensions could be introduced at a later stage in the project lifetime after
further evaluation.

Refers to the factors (both within the organisation crafting a transmedia
External/Internal
strategy as well as competing entities) that played an important role in the
influences
choice of storytelling mode.
Direct/Indirect
competition

Pertains to the goals being pursued by the transmedia producers with the
strategy in place, and whether they seek to establish a new audience
(niche) or win the audience away from competitors.
Entertainment: drives an audience member to engage in a story’s world
for the sake of being entertained.

Audience
engagement

Types of
engagement

Social connection: facilitates engagement by providing social connection
and building up a sense of belonging amongst audience members.
Mastery: this kind of engagement stems from satisfying the audience’s
desire to exhibit above average knowledge of the story, facts and logic of
the story world, and a chance to feel like s/he has gained mastery over the
material consumed so far.
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Immersion: refers to the material satisfying the audience’s desire to
“escape” into the narrative world.
Identification: pertains to the ways in which the story’s world content can
challenge, help build or reaffirm one’s personal identity, and/or creates
means for expressing this identity to others.
Physical attributes: pertains to the characteristics of the medium used to
deliver a story, and how the medium itself can be a motivator for
engagement.
Participation: refers to the means by which audiences are classified in
terms of being expected to behave a certain way toward the story material
and their intent to actively partake in it.
Drivers of
involvement

Interactivity: The means by which audiences interface with the stories.
Personal audience desires: pertains to knowing the audience’s wants and
desires so as to maximise the potential of them getting involved in the
story’s world.
Immediacy: This aspect refers to understanding how timing plays a role in
the audience being drawn to the content as well as how availability of
specific content impacts their drive.

Putting these components together reveals a transmedia project’s competitive advantage over the status quo,
thus validating whether the strategy chosen was the most suitable. A project’s competitive advantage involves
creation via four vital elements, starting with a unique position, a strategic fit and unavoidable trade-offs, each
feeding into the next with the intent of creating shared value with the project’s audience, which in turn closes
the loop by strengthening the project’s unique position [8]. This process is represented in the diagram shown in
Figure 6. Additional information on each of the components is discussed in the next paragraph.
A unique position corresponds to what the transmedia project has to offer that its competitors lack, hence
revealing why audiences should invest time and energy into the narrative universe. Cliff argues that already
transmedia projects represent a unique position in contrast to non-transmedia strategies (e.g., cross-media) in
that they offer expansive storytelling and a larger interconnected world [8]. However, unique positions should
be identified within each transmedia strategy individually in order to ascertain successful penetration into the
target audience, such as in the case of basketball [65] or motorsport fans [52].
The second element regards the means by which all different stories in the transmedia ecosystem fit together in
order to form the overarching whole. A strategic fit will consider aspects of consistency amongst all elements of
the transmedia world and the strategy behind it as well as how activities reinforce, and are influenced by other
activities in the ecosystem, and how effort is optimised as a result.
Trade-offs represent sacrifices that the transmedia producers are either willing or forced to make in order to
maximise their chances of appealing to a specific target audience, which in turn minimises their chances of
achieving a wider appeal. This also refers to the opposite, i.e., when a strategy is formulated to reach out to a
broader audience, some elements of the transmedia content which appeal to a niche or local crowd may be lost
[29].
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Strategic
fit

Unique
position

How individual
elements in the
transmedia world
come together.

What aspects set the
project apart from
the competition.

Competitive
advantage
Shared
value
enhanced
competitiveness with
added social benefits.

Trade-offs
What aspects are
sacrificed in order
to appeal to an
audience.

Figure 6: Elements involved in building and sustaining competitive advantage (adapted from [8]).

Finally, the creation of shared value refers to the transmedia producers enhancing their competitiveness on the
grounds of advancing societal aspects within the transmedia community established. This directly impacts the
project’s longevity and sustainability, and, as previously mentioned, contributes to the strengthening of the
original value proposition. Creation of shared value directly relates to the proactive social-minded efforts a firm
or brand should undertake to facilitate the engagement of (virtual) communities, and the resources it makes
available to its followers that allow the latter to create value both for themselves and for the brand itself [56]. In
this respect, the more a company encourages its customers to engage with its branding and with one another
(increasing societal value), the greater the economic benefits gained as a result of increased customer loyalty as
well as free advertising triggered by customer experiences [8].
Section 4 aims at establishing a concrete strategy and TS platform layout so as to address the creation of
transmedia ecosystems for coverage of organised competitive events that: i) have the capacity to deliver a
competitive advantage to the relevant sports media stakeholders; and ii) take into account both sports and
esports particularities to maximise efficiency of deployment. The transmedia strategies resulting from this
process aim at developing the main sports storytelling script, and turn it into a living, immersive, empathetic and
truly engaging experience that will significantly enhance the audience experience. Unifying the concepts
introduced in the scientific literature and introduced in this section, Table 4 below presents a systematic
classification, or typology, of transmedia strategies, referencing also how characteristics contribute to a project’s
competitive advantage. It aims at providing a comprehensive overview of major aspects to take into
consideration for the creation of effective transmedia ecosystems, and will be a point of reference throughout
the next Chapter.
Table 4: Typology of transmedia strategies.

Characteristic of the
transmedia project
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Type
(one vs. multiple stories)

Centralisation
(tent pole oriented vs. spotlight on
different stories).

Addressable audience5
(narrow vs. whole audience).

Participatory culture
(Freedom afforded to fans to
participate).

Duration
(pre-determined vs. infinite length).

5

Unique
position

Portmanteau

Complex

Franchise

Strategic fit

Centralised

Hybrid

Decentralised

Trade-offs

Micro
(local/individual)

Shared value

Protectionist

Guarded

Inclusive

Competitive
advantage
(as a whole)

Finite

Hybrid

Evergreen

Niche

Segm
ented

Mass (undifferentiated)

Classification as per Kotler et al. [42].
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3 Social media in transmedia storytelling
Social media play an important role in our everyday lives. Their use is prolific in communicating experiences,
emotions, thoughts, and even brands to the outside world. Since the appearance of the first social media
platform in the digital world, these networking and communication tools have redefined the way people interact
and communicate with one another. Their penetration into people’s lives is a fact in almost every facet of
everyday human activity.
Social media empowers people to have a voice to an unprecedented extent. People are now able to immediately
receive and react, through the use of personal computers or mobile devices, to news stories, commercials, and
any other type of information made available on the Internet. Social media are primarily conversational in nature,
encouraging “activities, practices, and behaviours among communities of people who meet online to share
information, knowledge, and opinions” [7]. Social media are predominant examples of Web2.0 technologies as
they support information sharing and knowledge dissemination in a social-oriented, participatory and
collaborative manner [36].
Therefore, in the last few years, a significant turn has been observed from traditional communication and
marketing tools (such as television, newspaper ads, etc.) to a digital communication and marketing world
spearheaded by social media platforms [39]. Social media have become one of the main tools for communicating
businesses’ brands and products, delivering multiple channels for content marketing to attract customers’
attention [10] This new form of marketing is known as 'social media marketing (SMM)’ [66].

3.1 Social media in general
Depending on the kind of social profiles, social processes, types of interaction, and types of content being
exchanged, six categories of social media have been defined [36]:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Collaborative projects – This type of social media focuses on the co-creation of content via
crowdsourcing approaches [37]. Indicative examples of such platforms include online magazines, wikis
(most prominently, Wikipedia), questioning and answering platforms, etc.
Blogs and microblogs – The very first form of social media, blogs (and their later incarnations, such as
microblogs and video logs - vlogs) are usually managed by one individual account and offer social
interaction by means of commenting. This category includes platforms such as Twitter and Tumblr,
where the content is shared in the form of short (micro-) or long text (predominantly, but more recently
expanding to other formats, such as video) articles.
Content communities – Platforms that realise sharing of content among a community of users. This type
includes well-known websites such as YouTube, Vine, etc., where content is shared, after which users
can interact by sharing impressions about the content.
Social networking websites – This category incorporates the characteristics that most people today
commonly identify as ‘social media’ in general. They constitute platforms where users create personal
(either real of fictitious) profiles, build up a ‘network’ of friends (or followers) around these profiles and
engage in various kinds of interaction and communication (i.e., through instant messaging) with those
individuals. Websites such as Facebook and Google+ are in this category.
Virtual game worlds – This type of social media takes on the form of an interactive digital ‘world’, where
users can meet up and interact by means of their virtual personification (known as an ‘avatar’), primarily
for entertainment purposes within the context of the game (e.g., completing quests, forming ‘clans’ and
battling against one another). They include Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) games, such as the
extremely popular World of Warcraft franchise of 3D fantasy games.
Virtual social worlds – Similar to virtual game worlds, these social media outlets incorporate immersive,
game-like features and design, with the purpose of allowing users to create a virtual identity and interact
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with other users through an online platform. The most characteristic example of this type is the Second
Life virtual community.
According to social media strategy definition, they constitute a “goal-oriented planning process for creating user
generated content driven by a group of internet applications to create unique and valuable competitive position”
[13].

3.2 Social media in sports & esports
A 2019 report by social-first publisher Media Chain [45] found that approximately two thirds of young football
fans prefer to keep up with sports through social media platforms instead of other, traditional media, including
television. Communication in sports is incredibly important and linked to the concept of building empathetic,
two-way communication between the club and the fans [7] [28]. Today, the sports social media ecosystem
encompasses the accounts e.g., of a sports league, of players, teams, clothing brands, merchandising, video
games, etc., each embracing its own individual identity and values [7]. Hence, communication has become a
critical component of sports management, equal in importance to sports operations, marketing, and finance [7].
With the advent of social media, sports media stakeholders have started to change and adapt their
communication strategies to the characteristics of these digital platforms, acknowledging these spaces as
platforms where fans are most likely to engage in debate and conversation [65].
Social media act as an important communication /marketing tool for sports media stakeholders due to the
capability they offer to distribute content and receive real-time feedback at virtually no cost [7]. Apart from
distributing match highlights and engaging in sports storytelling, sports leagues, for instance, can utilise social
media to promote their content, sharing information rapidly and receiving an almost immediate response from
their followers and fans. Such a platform can be used to identify audience sentiments towards match outcomes,
players, ticket prices and the game in general, and act upon those findings. As such, effective use of social media
can have a positive impact on finances as well, as improved communication has been linked to increases in ticket
sales and match attendance, TV viewership and even merchandise sales [28].

3.2.1 Social media and the transmedia sport and esports experience
Social media have evolved into an integral component of the transmedia sports experience, as they maintain a
real-time debate of live sporting events alongside the official broadcasting experience [68]. The real-time and
social nature of these platforms allows them to act as “second screens” intended for simultaneous use alongside
the primary broadcast [67]. As such, they perfectly fit Jenkins’ principles in that they deliver on the expansion of
the storytelling as they constitute an independent and cohesive experience on their own; however, they deliver
a much more rewarding experience when combined with other forms of media, e.g., the primary broadcast [22].
Furthermore, social media are revolutionising the fundamentals of fan-athlete interaction [59]. Hence, significant
developments in the use of social media in the transmedia sports world dictate a sharper focus by relevant
stakeholders on developing social media strategies as a tool for sports TS.

3.2.2 Selecting the ‘right’ social media and the transmedia platforms for (e)sports
A 2016 study found that Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, and Twitter (in that order) were the most popular
platforms used by sports fans [25]. These platforms continue to be highly prolific with international sport
organizations to this day6,7, with more recent platforms steadily entering the conversation. Some platforms, such
as Facebook and Twitter, were found to be more appropriate to satisfy informational purposes while Snapchat
6

2020 International Sports Federations Social Media Ranking (available at: https://bcw-sport.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/01/2020-BCW-International-Sports-Federations-Social-Media-Ranking_FINAL-1.pdf)
7
“This season’s ultimate fan zone” (2021, available at: https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/blog/this-season's-ultimate-fanzone)
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and Instagram were more preferable for the purposes of entertainment. Means by which each of these platforms
satisfy user motivations vary significantly, therefore highlighting the importance of targeting sports fans using a
social media ecosystem comprised of more than one platform [25].
But with every passing year, new social media platforms become available, creating a new landscape and a
potentially different social media strategy to capitalise on its opportunities. Recent research into emerging social
media platforms and their role in sports, such as WhatsApp [64] and TikTok [69], as well as the very recent
interest in the esports transmedia experience [41] and the platforms primarily associated with the gaming world
(such as Discord [38]) suggest additional viable options for fan engagement and (e)sports storytelling. There is a
huge, untapped potential to use these platforms for COPA EUROPE TS campaigns, as they are (at least in the
moment of writing) less competitive. However, it is important to understand each platform’s target audience to
determine whether they can be used to pursue the specific objectives of the COPA EUROPE transmedia strategy
(see section 4).
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4 Transmedia approach in COPA EUROPE
Modern media sports are no different than any other ‘product’ in that it is being ‘sold’ to a variety of ‘customers’,
e.g., sports fans who seek out entertainment; television and media companies who seek to broaden their
individual offerings etc. [43]. In this respect, transmedia projects created for the purpose of broadening the
target audience share many similarities with brand marketing [10] in that both aim at endorsing a “brand story”
that resonates with audiences on a far greater level than mere advertising content. Hence, by implementing
compelling TS that makes use of a variety of platforms and technologies toward expanding simple narratives into
multiple meaningful experiences [58] can deliver a competitive advantage for sports media stakeholders,
particularly if tailored to offer participatory experiences that are different than the offerings available in the
market [52].
Building on the scientific literature presented in section 2, this section elaborates on TS strategies that COPA
EUROPE will put forward so as to address the objectives stated in the Grant Agreement. In this respect, a bottomup approach is followed in order to identify how the proposed strategies map onto the typology defined in Table
4 as well as how the fundamental principles of TS are satisfied. Sub-section 4.1 hence explores how COPA
EUROPE targeted broadcasting properties relate to transmedia strategies by exploring how elements in the
competitive advantage cycle (Figure 6) are best promoted for each individual case. Sub-section 4.2 then describes
the means by which the transmedia ecosystem will be designed, elaborating on both analytical and structural
perspectives that the transmedia project should take into consideration.

4.1 COPA EUROPE competitive advantage analysis
In respect of the competitive advantage offered by the COPA EUROPE TS ecosystem, it is important to explore
the project’s goals under a viewpoint of organised competition coverage. To this end, a thorough analysis has
been conducted as early as the project preparation phase (and which will continue to evolve with the
participation of relevant authorities and key stakeholders in structured study co-design activities – WP1) in order
to define the COPA EUROPE strategic orientation, and as such identify:
•
•
•
•

Specific needs of individual groups of stakeholders, particularly focusing on existing practises (for
instance, in the production of live esports events intended for televised, or widespread, consumption,
such as [4], [40]) and where improvements could still be introduced.
Means by which to augment and advance current practices and workflows.
Existing challenges and bottlenecks to focus on so as to adequately address needs and create value.
Unique selling points for the COPA EUROPE proposed TS production solutions.

The analysis has pinpointed two major usage scenarios, or areas of application, as pertains to organised
competition coverage, which bear several similarities, but are also distinct with respect to the characteristics of
the TS property contemplated:
S1. To increase consumer interest and engagement in specific leagues and tournaments, including niche
sports and non-mainstream content (related to TS Performance, see Section 2.2.7).
S2. To increase consumer interest and engagement in esports leagues, tournaments and events, particularly
by penetrating the traditional TV-viewing audience (related to TS Performance, see Section 2.2.7).
Both areas underline the importance of increasing appeal beyond the current audience demographics, or fan
base, thus dictating each strategy’s positioning in the typology presented in Table 4 (sub-section 2.4). The
following sub-sections elaborate on the characteristics of each strategy along with the competitive advantage
elements each one entails. For this process the cycle of competitive advantage backwards is traversed, following
a goal-oriented approach, which will enable the firm establishment of how and why each transmedia strategy is
formulated [8]. Hence, where appropriate, links to Cliff’s soft model for analysing transmedia strategies (Table
3) will be referenced and addressed.
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4.1.1 Duration
With respect to the aspect of duration, both transmedia ecosystems designated by S1 and S2 are flexible enough
to accommodate all transmedia project types, meaning evergreen (established once and updated continuously
with each passing season); finite (centred on a particular event, tournament or season) and hybrid approaches
(updated for as long as the cost of maintaining the ecosystem makes sense from a financial and strategic point
of view) are all sensible to achieve the stated goals. For optimally accommodating the needs of the project pilots,
transmedia strategies formulated in the context of the project will be finite. This enables the consortium partners
to facilitate evaluation over the course of the project, focusing transmedia efforts on a specific event (i.e., an
esports tournament) and observing the dynamics of e.g., the fan-league and fan-to-fan interaction. In this
respect, formation of each strategy, as well as the length of its campaign, is intentionally kept at a more limited
scope, allowing the project to further establish concrete plans for transmedia coverage (see sub-section 4.2) in
accordance with the analytical model of Gambarato et al. [21] (sub-section 2.3.2).

4.1.2 Participatory culture and shared value
The concept of shared value, as specified in Section 2.4, hints at maximising value through openly inclusive
strategies, however there are particular aspects to consider when contemplating fan participation in the context
of branded, sports-oriented transmedia projects. For one, due to marketing, sponsorships, legal reasons and in
the interest of impartiality, even rights owners that promote more inclusive strategies will strive to somehow
guard their properties to some extent by “steering” fan conversation toward their own preferred narratives [65].
For instance, when celebrating a particular player, team or event, official texts will be guarded against fan-made
narratives that aim to “challenge” the official story [20], [65], especially when considering that sports and
competition can trigger negative attitudes among their consumers [2]. On the other hand, it is important to take
all necessary precautions to avoid fans experiencing negative interactions as toxicity encountered on official
accounts will most likely result in the fan/customer abandoning the brand [1].
A third notion to consider is the fan-athlete or fan-team interaction (parasocial or circumsocial interaction [52]),
especially in terms of how “accessible” athletes are to sports audiences. For instance, some sports are more
suited toward promoting individual athletes and their personalities, making them more accessible to audiences
and encouraging fans to craft transmedia narratives around player personas [65]. Finally, the nature of the sport
itself dictates the level of interaction that should be afforded so as not to alienate the core fanbase, and
simultaneously integrate new audiences into the various associated sports brands. Esports audiences, for
instance, are accustomed to pronounced social interactivity while consuming live matches, with online platforms
facilitating online two-way commentary and live chat functionalities, promoting social interaction on an
unprecedented scale [1]. Any transmedia ecosystem targeting esports should, hence, take into account the
rigorous social-minded activity esports customers have grown accustomed to, albeit imposing restrictions to
ensure all channels are viewed as ‘safe spaces’ where interactions can take place in the absence of toxic or
unethical behaviour.
For all the reasons stated above, COPA EUROPE will endorse guarded strategies, which will consider the extent
of participation offered by the available platforms and, where applicable, propose efficient strategies for
preventing animosity or disparagement between members of the fan community.

4.1.3 Addressable audience and inevitable trade-offs
Both scenarios S1 and S2 mentioned above emphasise the need to broaden their respective audiences beyond
the die-hard fan, hinting at mass or undifferentiated [42] strategies. A mass transmedia strategy would aim at
addressing the common needs of the entire spectrum of potential audiences, rather than focus on individual
audience segment characteristics. Hence, such a strategy would attempt to appeal to as many people of a target
demographic as possible (for instance, attracting baby boomers onto esports broadcasts). Because of a lack of
personalisation and market research required to appeal to specific audiences, such strategies involve minimum
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cost, as well as minimum risk, to successfully deploy, therefore having significant chances of outlasting the
competition [29]. However, it is important to note the trade-off of such an approach as attempting to widen the
appeal to include more people significantly reduces performance of the strategy in each of the addressed
customer segments. This effectively means that a narrower strategy addressing niche interests will almost always
outperform mass strategies in customer segments that both strategies target [29].
In order to appeal to a wider audience outside the core fan base, world-building must be placed at the core of
any successful strategy [52]. In this respect, it will be important to strike a perfect balance between content that
caters to die-hard fans’ sensibilities (e.g., successfully addressing the various modes of engagement identified in
Table 3 [8], such as offering means for users to demonstrate mastery, experience immersion and building social
interactions) and content that is digestible enough to encourage newcomers to interact [52]. In this respect, it is
important to both make the process of delving deeper into the story a rewarding experience for dedicated fans
as well as providing seamless points of entry that allow the audience to interact with the content in a simple and
direct manner [21].
Finally, for each of the usage scenarios mentioned above, it is important to examine consumer behaviour in the
respective fields addressed as well as take into account consumer perceptions about the broadcasting property
in each case. This will allow transmedia designers to exploit features of transmedia ecosystems present in
mainstream environments (e.g., football or basketball) and make any necessary adjustments to seamlessly
integrate those properties in ecosystems where spectator motives are significantly similar. For instance,
according to S2, esports and mainstream sports have demonstrated above- average similarities in spectator
interests pertaining to sport, players, aesthetics, social opportunities, drama, role model, entertainment value,
wholesome environment, acquisition of knowledge, skill of the athletes, and enjoyment of aggression [53].
Hence, such findings in consumer behaviours can be exploited to appeal to mainstream sports enthusiasts
outside the millennial and Generation Z/Alpha demographics (an audience which generally follows sports
content on television rather than streaming platforms [55]), and organically draw them into the world of esports,
breaking down barriers related to cultural perceptions on the latter (e.g., western cultures hesitant to accept
esports as a sport due to its lack of physical activity [53]).

4.1.4 Centralisation and strategic fit
As already established in sub-section 2.3.2, sports is heavily reliant on storytelling meant to convert head-tohead competition into cinematic drama. Due to the number of leagues, competitions (both real and fantasy),
teams, sponsors, athletes and fans (including organised groups, as well as individual fans) involved, sports can
be considered a transmedia content goldmine. In such a vibrant ecosystem, live match outcomes are pivotal in
determining how the narrative is continued on the multitude of platforms and storytelling genres involved. Stauff
[62] argues about the coverage of a single ‘game’:
“On the one hand, it specifies one particular storyline with a few protagonists, decisive turning
points, and a clear determination of winners and losers. On the other hand, it triggers the
multiplication of follow-up stories, each suggesting specific explanations for the highly
contingent outcome, thereby often extending the storyworld, invoking props, characters,
character traits, causalities, and references to earlier instalments in the series, which might or
might not have been mentioned in the preliminary reports” (Stauff, 2018).
As a result, sports ecosystems warrant a hybrid approach to storytelling centralisation by not endorsing a single
plot but rather a collection of stories that are tied to one another via common circumstances that are dictated
by the governing sports authority [52]. Such transmedia texts allow fans more autonomy in what they choose to
consume: some fans may choose to follow narratives pertaining to their favourite athletes and teams, while
others may be driven by an encyclopaedic impulse to uncover pieces and traces of information lost in the
abundance of content available, often with the purpose of sharing that knowledge with others by means of UGC.
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In this respect, care should be taken to avoid the narrative becoming overly differentiated, and thus less
appealing for newcomers and even exhaustive for those in search of particular content [52].

4.1.5 Transmedia project type and unique position
Both S1 and S2 deal with specific organised competition events (niche sports and esports respectively), with the
actual event (told through the various matches played over tits course) firmly cemented as that narrative world’s
tent pole or mothership. The sheer size of such events, along with the vast number of stories that can be told,
best accommodate a franchise approach to storytelling (possibly also complex storytelling, provided that enough
time is devoted into planning a portmanteau-type interactive experience – e.g., an ARG for audiences to
consume in between single-platform deliverables [57], although such endeavours are outside the scope of the
COPA EUROPE pilots). Within the confines of these worlds, a multitude of stories can be told: the games
themselves, which act as the main text, stories about the athletes and their individual goals and motivations,
stories about the leagues, competitions and tournaments and their respective histories, rivalries, legendary
performances, etc. Apart from that, stories can be told by the audience outside the official texts, e.g., through
the use of social media. Such narratives are most effective when the same markers of authenticity (e.g., use of
branded content, such as logos, iconography, graphics, etc.) are utilised [65], enabling to reach out and entice
new audiences to explore, experiment, and ultimately engage with their brand.

4.2 Design model for COPA EUROPE transmedia (e)sports event coverage
This sub-section explores the modelling approach toward formulating a strategy for a transmedia project related
to the goals established in S1 and S2. In this respect, both analytical and structural considerations will be
elaborated.

4.2.1 Analytical perspective
Analytical considerations aim at highlighting key features in the design of transmedia projects, enabling
storytellers and designers to facilitate proper mechanisms by answering essential questions regarding the project
and its goals [19]. This process has been tailored to support transmedia journalistic endeavours in the interest
of covering newsworthy events. Gambarato et al. [20], [21] have suggested an analytical approach to highlight
areas in which to strategize when planning a transmedia coverage. The addressed topics help contextualise the
coverage and aim at assisting in the analysis of transmedia efforts for past events so as to replicate successful
outcomes all while pinpointing areas for future improvement [20]. Table 5 below summarises the core elements
of such an analytical model:
Table 5: Analytical model for transmedia news coverage of planned events (adapted from [21]).

Topic

Description

Premise and
purpose

The transmedia coverage designers should consider what makes the event unique. In this
respect, the scale and purpose of the event, thematic areas related to the core topic, the
circumstances around the event and the potential outreach will dictate a strategy to
make the content more accessible to a wider audience.

Media Platforms
and Genres

This aspect aims to identify the platforms (e.g., television shows, social media platforms,
event-specific mobile applications, live streaming channels etc.) elected to facilitate the
transmedia ecosystem and contribute to the expansive multiplatform coverage. In
addition, other aspects to be taken into account include the roll-out strategy (i.e., when
each platform will be made available to the audience) and journalistic style (i.e.,
investigative) adopted for each medium to disperse a coherent narrative. It should result
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in the eventual roll-out strategy for launching each coverage extension, along with the
plan to release the platforms (Production roll-out, sub-section 5.3.3)
Structure and
Context

This aspect focuses on the resources available for transmedia coverage in terms of the
people and infrastructure involved as well as the means by which platforms identified in
‘Media platforms and Genres’ interconnect, and steer the narrative flow across the entire
ecosystem. This process can usually be summarised using visual means, e.g., a chart or
infographic (Platform and scene charts, sub-sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2).

News storytelling

This aspect pertains to the production of the various narratives, including the main
storyline (i.e., progress of the event) and all other parallel news stories, including those
developed in collaboration with the audience. This aspect further allows transmedia
designers to gain understanding of each medium/platform and utilise it to expand the
narrative, rather than retell the same story as in another medium (e.g., how to ‘bookend’
the main broadcast, and create excitement and anticipation for the next main event).

World-building

As specified in earlier sections, world-building should be a core aspect of the transmedia
journalistic endeavour in that it establishes a delimited ‘snapshot’ of the real world for
the event’s story to take place in. This involves also aspects of historical
contextualisation, i.e., relating relevant potential stories to the geographical
circumstances as well as dictates the means by which the content of the story world can
be broken down into segments and dispersed across the selected media platforms.

Characters

Through this aspect, journalists are invited to think about the characters in the stories
and their role in terms of being at the forefront of the coverage (e.g., athletes in sports
events); or in the background (e.g., the actual news coverage teams, informants,
organisations and the audiences themselves).

Extensions

As specified several times already in the analysis of TS, in order for coverage to be
considered truly transmediatic, news content should be expanded rather than
reproduced on different media platforms. Hence, journalistic teams should consider
ways in which to take advantage of the different characteristics that each platform brings
to the table, and utilise those to facilitate meaningful extensions that should stimulate
the engagement of the audience for a longer period of time.

Audience and
Market

In this respect, planners of journalistic coverage should consider the target audience and
their various characteristics in terms of engagement and interactivity (e.g., passive vs.
active consumers/producers of content) to best tailor the transmedia experience to the
target audience characteristics. This topic further involves definition of strategies to
encourage participation of the audience in the storytelling.

Engagement

Engagement refers to the relationship between the news material and the audience
members consuming it, and pertains to the mechanisms in place for facilitating
interaction (e.g., by allowing consumers to freely navigate the story’s world at their own
pace) and participation (inviting users to contribute User-Generated Content - UGC). This
aspect may look into the use of incentive (or reward-based) mechanisms as a means to
maintain engagement and longevity of the established online community. COPA EUROPE
will explore such mechanisms in the context of T2.3 ‘Rewarding mechanism for user
generated content contributions’.
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Pertains to the visual design language of the event related to the specific audio/visual
elements used to contribute a uniform aesthetic appeal that aims at enhancing the
overall experience of the transmedia ecosystem.

Aesthetics

4.2.2 Structural perspective
Structural considerations of a transmedia project relate to the description and relationships of its building-blocks,
underlining the structural characteristics of the transmedia property [30]. In this respect, various key structural
components and key definitions, which have been defined in the literature, can be taken into consideration.
Pratten’s guide for TS [57] identifies TS components in terms of audience experience, therefore enabling
transmedia producers to consider the experiential aspects in the design phase. The core concepts involved in
this process are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Transmedia storytelling consumption components [57].

Element

Definition

Channel

A medium or method of communication with an audience, e.g., text, audio, image, video, live
event, etc.

Media

The form the channel is consumed such as, e.g., a text file, image file, audio file, video file,
physical paper etc.

Platform

The space (either physical or digital) that “hosts” the channel, e.g., a website, streaming service,
social media, amusement park, etc.

Format

Specifies the type of experience that the story offers, which results from the combination of
characteristics and audience participation mechanics. Hence, stories may be offered in
interactive (e.g., video game) or non-interactive formats.

Device

Specifies any user equipment that the audience uses to access the platforms, for instance a
smartphone, PC, television, etc.

In a more recent model proposed by Javanshir et al. [30], transmedia projects are structurally decomposed into
a number of channels which represent the different mediums used to tell a transmedia story. In terms of
Pratten’s design breakdown, Javanshir’s approach elevates the channel concept into incorporating the
characteristics of both media and platform. Hence, a website (formerly specified as a platform according to
Pratten’s guide) is defined as one of the transmedia project’s channels in [30]. Each channel is comprised of a
sequence of instances, with instances relating to a number of scenes that represent progression of the
transmedia story. The structural elements in this model are summarised in Table 7. The project structure can
then be visualised using comprehensive diagrams as illustrated in Figure 7.
As shown in this Figure, the transmedia effort begins with a pre-game show on television (TV) which links to the
actual live match broadcast (LM) on television when the game starts. During half-time, instance (1) of the “TV”
channel is broadcasted, before returning to LM for the second half. A play-by-play live blogging website (LB) is
set up at the same time as the match takes place, delivering real time score changes and news delivery.
Audiences can react to posts (“like”) and send their comments, making this the only channel with active
instances. A companion mobile application (C) delivers play-by-play coverage with updates similar to LB, albeit
in a passive manner. When the match ends, a link to instance (2) of TV is established, with LM and LB finishing
their storytelling and C contributing with updated statistics in its final (7) update.
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Figure 7: Conceptual structural analysis of a football transmedia coverage over four channels according to the model of
Javanshir et al. [30].
Table 7: Channel-based structural decomposition of transmedia stories [30].

Element

Definition

Channel

A media channel (such as a website) with a clear boundary. Channels can either be standalone
(i.e., offer a cohesive experience on their own) or subsidiary (i.e., rely on other channels to make
sense in the expanded story).

Instance

Specifies a particular state that the channel may enter, which affects its characteristics. Such
characteristics include links, i.e., connections made to other channels; interactivity, which affects
the agency the audience have over the story (either passive or active); and state, which relates
to the access the audience can have to the instance (either live, for content that can be accessed
only at this particular time, or static for evergreen access).

Scene

A representation of the narrating point in time. The story is unfolded in multiple scenes, with one
or more channel instances being parts of that scene.

Table 8: Structural perspective of (e)sports event coverage fusing [57] and [30].

Component Subcomponent
Channel
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Instance

Independence

Standalone / subsidiary

Link(s)

{Channel, Instance}

Interactivity / Format

Passive / Active

State

Static / Live

Scene

Positive integer sequence e.g., 1, 2, …, N
-

Device
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5 COPA EUROPE transmedia project design tools
In this section, the tools that will encompass the transmedia design philosophy and principles established
throughout the previous sections are discussed. It is foreseen that a dedicated, multi-channel digital hub will be
established within the context of the project, and especially within the context of Use Case (UC) 2, pertaining to
a live esports event selected with support from the esports organisations participating in the project’s
Stakeholders’ Board. The aim of this hub will be to facilitate a transmedia ecosystem around the main text of
tournament match coverage, providing audiences with access to events, challenges and content on their
favourite games, athletes and teams. A comprehensive description of the UC will be provided in Deliverable D1.2
“COPA EUROPE requirements and use cases definition – Initial version”.
Toward a successful planning of the transmedia coverage in terms of its structure and context, a variety of visual
solutions (e.g., infographics, charts and diagrams) will be developed to rationalise the process and understand
how the platforms contribute to the storytelling across space and time [21]. Hence, in addition to this report,
where a solid design foundation for the transmedia project produced in the context of COPA EUROPE is
established, additional material is supplied in template form. The sections below briefly outline the role of each
supplement as well as its intended purpose and delivery date.

5.1 Developing the participatory transmedia story world
Development of a participatory storyworld will closely follow Robert Pratten’s Active Story SystemTM approach
[57], albeit adapted according to the analytical design model of Gambarato et al [21] presented in sub-section
4.2 to accommodate the non-fictional nature of esports and COPA EUROPE’s focus on media coverage and
journalistic endeavours. To this end, a series of workshops and meetings is foreseen with recruited stakeholders
in the esports ecosystem, with the participation of consortium members who are experts in interactive
storytelling, to establish goals and purposes of the participatory storyworld as well as develop the transmediatic
narrative that the project will follow.
These workshops will aim at enabling the transmedia project designers and producers to understand the esports
audience, and define the boundaries of the storyworld surrounding the selected event that the COPA EUROPE
UC2 pilot will attend, its characters and motivations (e.g., rivalries). In addition, audience participation and
interaction experiences within the ecosystem will be defined, along with the participating platforms in the
ecosystem and most appropriate timing of the audience experiences.

5.2 Workshop structure
Collaboration workshops held with members of the esports stakeholder community will be held over the course
of the pre-piloting period between M9 (July 2021) and the date of the live event where Phase I will take place
(any time after achieving Milestone MS5 ‘Platform tools and content ready for full-stack validation’ in M18 –
April 2022 and prior to the start of T6.3 ‘Use case evaluation, feedback and lessons learned’ in M26 – December
2022). These will be structured in five (5) main sections:
1. Discussion of the aims and objectives of the workshop, and provision of general instructions to
participants.
2. Warm-up activity, acting as an ice-breaker to stimulate discussions within the group.
3. Presentation of COPA EUROPE UC2 to familiarise participants with the project.
4. Co-creation activities for each use case:
a. World-building: identification of storyworld elements that participants deem important the
COPA EUROPE transmedia storyworld should emphasise.
b. Audience engagement: identification of participation and interaction opportunities that
participants would like the COPA EUROPE transmedia ecosystem to offer end users.
c. Voting process: voting on the most appealing aspects discovered in (a) and (b).
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d. Analysis of top-voted aspects.
5. Workshop evaluation.

5.2.1 World-building
Having presented the COPA EUROPE UC2, participants will be asked to consider five narrative entities and
elements that define the boundaries of the storyworld (in accordance with the analytical model described in subsection 4.2, i.e., the premise, characters, aesthetics, etc.). Then, each participant will be asked to contribute ideas
and preferences regarding the collected material. All suggestions will be recorded at runtime by the workshop
facilitators on a whiteboard, made visible to all the participants. After all participants have provided their
thoughts, a second round of discussions will take place to add novel ideas to the existing list. During discussions,
the facilitators will create clusters of the proposed ideas, to facilitate forthcoming analysis.

5.2.2 Audience engagement
A second round of discussions (possibly in a separate workshop) will take place where participants will be asked
to think about five engagement elements that they would like the ecosystem to offer the target audience. Then,
each participant will be asked to contribute their ideas and preferences. Suggestions will be recorded at runtime
by the facilitators and made visible to all the workshop participants. The process will once again take place in
two rounds so as to add new ideas to the existing list. Clustering of the proposed ideas will once again be
accommodated to facilitate analysis of the workshop results.

5.2.3 Voting
All input provided in the World-building and Audience engagement activities, after being organised in categories,
will be used to initiate a poll on the elements in each activity that should be prioritised. From the list of element
categories, participants will be asked to vote their top 3. The results of the poll will be instantly displayed to the
whole group.

5.2.4 Analysis of top voted aspects
The three selected functions from the Voting activity will be further analysed and discussed. In this activity,
participants will be divided into small groups and asked to brainstorm about how they imagine each aspect will
be represented in the transmedia ecosystem and storyworld (e.g., what they would expect to see as consumers
of the transmedia storyworld, the kind of information they themselves would find interesting, etc.). At least three
rounds of discussions will take place, one for each top voted function. Participants’ ideas will once again be
recorded on a whiteboard, visible to all.

5.3 Design templates & documentation
The following resources will be developed over the course of the pre-piloting period (see sub-section 5.2). Their
aim is to facilitate cross-collaboration of the transmedia narrative developers, enabling the successful
implementation of a transmedia coverage project for the event to be attended. These resources will further be
useful in the development of the software components delivered by Task 2.1 (e.g., the Transmedia storytelling
manager and dashboard) in support of the overall management of the event coverage material and its related
transmedia narratives.

5.3.1 Platform chart
The Platform chart provides a comprehensive overview of the way the story is dispersed in different instalments,
along with which instalments to release on which platforms [3]. In addition, the timing between platforms in
terms of handing over the story should clearly be communicated using this approach. The chart is meant to be
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used by the transmedia project implementers to determine whether a new channel needs to be added to the
ecosystem, and how and when this platform should relate to the ones already online [57]. A template for the
platform chart has been developed and is internally available to the COPA EUROPE partners via the Confluence
collaboration space (Annex I).

5.3.2 Scene structure chart
Based on the structural perspective of esports event coverage presented in Table 8 (sub-section 4.2), a scene
structure chart will be prepared following the graphical conventions proposed in [30] and presented in Figure 7.
The structural elements used to produce the Figure, along with a template to lay out the scene structure during
COPA EUROPE TS projects are available in the project collaboration space (Annex II).

5.3.3 Production roll-out
A comprehensive diagram (known in the literature as production roll-out [3] or Scene chart [57]) will be produced
with the intent of demonstrating how the storytelling experience surrounding a particular event can be broken
down into scenes, and how progression from one scene to the next is established. It establishes the means in
which the user can traverse the various platforms, explore the story world and acquire information. A template
to produce such a document is provided in the Confluence collaboration space (Annex III).

5.3.4 Social media cheat sheets
To maximise the effectiveness of social media in the COPA EUROPE transmedia ecosystem, it is important to plan
ahead, by establishing each platform’s goal, identity and target audience [7]. It is important to select appropriate
social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.), define and eventually carry out a management
and strategy for each one. The Social media cheat sheets accumulate a comprehensive and concise set of notes
in the form of an infographic, meant to be used by the transmedia project designers as a quick reference in
successfully setting up the project’s social media accounts. These cheat sheets are internally available in the
COPA EUROPE Confluence collaboration space (Annexes IV – VIII).

5.3.5 Workshop material
Any other additional material not explicitly mentioned in the Sections above will be developed for the purposes
of gathering insight from invited sports and esports stakeholders so as to establish the story world of the
transmedia project and define opportunities for audience participation.
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6 Conclusions
In this deliverable, a comprehensive overview of transmedia storytelling and its relevance to journalism and,
more specifically, sports journalism, was presented. A thorough study of scholarly work on transmedia
storytelling was presented, along with key takeaways on approaches, models, procedures and tools to design
transmedia projects from the ground up.
Through an extensive research on the state of the art and an analysis of past and current practices, this
deliverable has formulated a summative typology of transmedia strategies, which enables transmedia project
designers to link aspects of strategy to components of the competitive advantage to be gained. Such an analysis
was shown to serve as guidelines for establishing the competitive advantage of TS projects carried out in the
context of the COPA EUROPE project. In this respect, a preliminary analysis was carried out for the COPA EUROPE
proposed scenarios as pertains to increasing audience interest and engagement with specific modern media
sports, and specific strategies have been highlighted for their suitability to meet these objectives. The most
prominent example of where these concepts and approaches will be applied is in the project Use Case 2, where
the analysis will specify the direction to take in order to maximise shared value of such an ecosystem for both
esports organisations and esports audiences alike.
In addition, this deliverable also contains supplementary material and templates available to the project partners
in the Confluence collaboration space, to be used as a visual reference where the layout of the transmedia
platforms and relationship among its communication channels will be summarised.
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Annex I: Platform chart template
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Annex II: Scene structure chart template
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Annex III: Production roll-out chart
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Annex IV: Social media cheat sheet: Platforms
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Annex V: Social media cheat sheet: Setup profile
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Annex VI: Social media cheat sheet: Communities
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Annex VII: Social media cheat sheet: Increasing engagement
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Annex VIII: Social media cheat sheet: 10 steps to creating a social media strategy
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